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The first of an exciting new series of topical counseling resources offering God's truth for today's
problems!Every person struggles with the common emotions related
to...angerdepressionfearrejectionself-worthHow can we prevent negative emotions from getting
the best of us? Longtime biblical counselor June Hunt looks to the Bible for the answers, offering
compassionate guidance that encourages the heart and offers hope for even the most difficult
situations.Each of the above topics is explored in four parts, examining the definitions, the
characteristics, the causes, and the solutions that enable us to handle our emotions in ways that
honor God and bless the people around us. At every step of the way, valuable insights are
gleaned from Scripture.Written with a strong emphasis on practical applications that make a
lasting difference, this guide is perfect for use by individuals, friends, small groups, and ministry
workers.

"June Hunt's most recent book, How to Handle Your Emotions, gets right to the heart of
Christian living. The Bible says 'As [a man] thinketh in his heart, so is he.' With her characteristic
insight, June has provided the biblical answer to these problems that plague our fallen race. This
is the perfect gift to anyone struggling with insufficiently controlled emotional responses."—
Paige Patterson, Southwestern Baptist Theological SeminaryReview"June Hunt's most recent
book, How to Handle Your Emotions, gets right to the heart of Christian living. The Bible says 'As
[a man] thinketh in his heart, so is he.' With her characteristic insight, June has provided the
biblical answer to these problems that plague our fallen race. This is the perfect gift to anyone
struggling with insufficiently controlled emotional responses."—Paige Patterson, Southwestern
Baptist Theological SeminaryAbout the AuthorJune Hunt is the founder of Hope for the Heart, a
worldwide biblical counseling ministry that provides numerous resources for people seeking
help. She hosts a live, two-hour call-in counseling program called Hope in the Night, and is the
author of Counseling Through Your Bible Handbook and How to Handle Your Emotions.Read
more
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D Lindsay Berry, “Extremely helpful. I’ve skipped around in reading and this book is so helpful.
Covers everything I wanted to know.And not just covers the topics but offers lasting solutions”

Mz Tracy, “Get to the Root of Things. I bought this book because my guy and I were not
communicating well, and his responses were angry, temper tantrums and fits. We are a man
and a woman of faith and I know if there is a way to work this out, it will be through our faith.This
book hit the nail on the head so many times! It's true that he has many insecurities that don't
have anything to do with me or our relationship and it's true that those insecurities manafest
themselves just like laid out in the book. It also talks about my emotional remedies, trying to fix
everything for him, etc. We are both described in this one.We are reading it together, going to
bible study and working on us now. No, this book is not the answer to all of our problems, but it
helps to know that what I was feeling and seeing was real, not imagined, and that there may be
some relief.”

tg, “Good basic Christian information and biblical examples of emotions out of control and
scripture references.. It is a good book however might not be what you are looking for if you are
pursuing a Christian Counseling Degree or Certification.Good basic Christian information and
biblical examples of emotions out of control and scripture references.”

MichelleMarie, “Awesome read. This book was awesome and very helpful. I have by BA in
psychology and this book still opened my eyes to a lot of identifying different emotions I feel,
and how to manage/address them successfully. I would highly recomend this book to anyone
who is willing to do a little work, and wants insight into why they or someone close to them
behaves the way they do. I love when biblical principles and psychology come together
semelessy as they do here.”

Gee, “Excellent Reference for Counselors. June Hunt is an amazingly insightful Christian
Counselor. This was one of the most helpful books I read while earning my BA in Christian
Counseling and I have turned to it again and again. Not only is it a wonderful resource for the
practicing counselor, but also a treasure trove of wisdom that can be applied to your own
personal life. The author offers sound biblical truths and scripture is used throughout to support
those truths.”

Lo, “Great read. Truly great.Shows great examples of bible verses and people from the Bible
battling emotions.Recommend”

Ebook Library Reader, “Life-saving , Biblical approach to depression, etc.. Having experienced
deep depression and consequent fears, etc. this book was a Godsend! It is a little clinical, but



such an extraordinary help for my symptoms. I would recommend this to anyone feeling the
"blues" or worse. The low price may seem like the content is out-of-date. NO! This is a rare find
at an equally rare price.”

Chichi, “Customer service is good. Th book is quite old, pages turned yellow, several places with
stickers and marks, front cover a in picture. But the seller is great, they responded and gave me
additional book.”

Morgan, “Great!!. Great book. As advised. Thank you.”

Chris Hall, “Many scriptural references. Its not the kind of book with aha moments. But, what it
does so well is frame issues of depression and self worth in scripture. Every point has a
reference.”

The book by June Hunt has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 184 people have provided feedback.
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